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THE RUSSIAN-JEWISH lEADERSHIP AND THE R)GRCMS OF 1881-1882:

THE RFS~SE FRCM sr. PEI'ERSBURG*

The poqrxms that raged through Jewish neighborhoods in cities and

villages, mainly in southern Russia~ in 1881-1882 were unlike any of the

previous assaults experienced b¥ Russian or East European Jewry. '!hese

violent attacks were not carried out against the backgrourrl of a military

campaign in W1ich the state was then engaged. N:>r were the riots isolated

flare-ups touched off by local tensions or points of controversy that then led

to confrontations between Jews and their neighbors as had been the case on

other occasions. Rather ~ the pograns of the spring ~ sumner am winter of 1881

and of the spring of 1882 moved across the countryside in discernible waves.

In the first series ~ fran mid-April through the first week of May 1881, over

175 incidents took place in both small hamlets and large ci.t.i.es , including the

cities of Odessa and Kiev. After a two rronth respite ~ another wave of pograns

ravaged the provinces of Poltava and Chernigov with over thirty incidents

being reported. Furthernore, violence against Jews broke out in Warsaw an

Christmas ray 1881. Finally; the Balta poqrcm of March 1882 closed out the

wave of pograns associated with the years 1881-1882.1

These events ushered in a new era for rrodern Jewry not only for the

Jewish camnmity of tsarist Russia, but also for Jews living in Europe, North

America, and the Middle East. '!he emigration of the Jews fran the Empire to

the West, begun in earnest after the famine of 1868-1869 ~ increased

dramatically in the wake of the poqrcms of 1881. This novement of Jews \\hich

continued through the next decades brought with it far-reaching demographic

shifts in twentieth-century Jewish life as it led to the establishment of a
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IOCldern Jewish cannunity in Palestine am to the consolidation of the existing

carmunity in the United States.

However, beyond the desroqraphi,c developrents , the events of 1881 also had

extensive impacts on modern Jewish identity am on Jewish political thought.

Heretofore, many European Jews had \\1elcaned eagerly the secular liberal

ideologies that emergErl in the years after the Enlighternnent am Looked

forward to an era in Which the brotherhood of man \\QuId be established

everywhere. In the course of the nineteenth century, the lay leadership of

modern Jewry had cxme to be vested in those individuals Who had subscribed to

this progressive out.Look am pursued an accarmodationist. policy aimed at

integrating the Jewish ccmnunity within the p:>litical and social structures of

the modem nation-state. In Russia; however ~ the post-pogran pericrl saw the

emergence of a new type of pol.Ltdoal, activist and thinker within the Jewish

carmunity. These men am wanen quickly rejected the liberal out.Looks and

identities daninant not only aroong Western and Central European Jewry, but

also readily apparent within the ranks of the Russian-Jewish intelligentsia.

In the aftennath of the riots~ these individuals derived new~ secular Jewish

identities and fonnulatErl radical solutions to what they perceivErl to be the

real dilenmas of IOOdern Jewry.2

While significant in historical retrospect and so of great interest to

the historian of rncx:1ern Jewry ~ these new ideologies were not subscribed to by

the existing lay leadership of Russian Jewry~ notably the Jewish "nobility" of

St. Petersburg am their like-rnindErl supporters throughout the Pale of

settlement. Ebr this latter group; the riots did not bring with them new

fonnulations on the i.nmediate needs of Russian Jewry. If anything, the

assaults confinned for them the validity of their views that only full

equality was the true solution to the ills of Russian Jewry. The old-line
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leadership believed that only with full political am legal equality could the

Jewish cxmnunity secure itself against the arbitrary and capricious actions

perpetratEd against it by its enemies within the Russian ccmnunity of

peoples. 'lhus; the tasks facing the established leaders of the ccmmmity

after the first wave of poqrcms were quite canplex. Not only did they have to

fend off an implicit challenge to their p::>sition as the acknowledged spokesmen

for the ccmnunity; they also had to demonstrate the correctness of their own

reading of the recent events and to gain ccmnunity support for their basic

responses and methcxls of deaLLnq with the many problems engendered by the

poqrcms , First of all, they had to down-play the seriousness of the poqrcms

am to reject the asserticn that a new era in Russian-Jewish life had begun.

They not only had to argue that the existing means of ccmnunication and

problem-solvirg were still appropriate for these times; but also that those

methods were still effective in redressing grievances and affecting

goverrnnental decf.s.ion-maki.nq in this area. Only in this way could they

continue to advocate the liberal; accarmodationist course as the surest ~ans

to the resolution of the myriad of social; econanic am political problems

confronting the Russian Jew on a daily basis.

For a number' of reasons; it is important to record am to assess the

manner in Which the established Jewish leaders in Russia; centered in the

capital city of St. Petersburg; r'esponded to the catastrophic events of 1881

1882. First, an exploration of this background rraterial sheds light; from a

different direction; on those alternative identities am ideologies beirg

developed in that very same period , Second, \\hile the poqrom experience

contributed substantially to the growirg fragmentation of Russian Jewry am to

the erosion of its existing leadership and decision-making structures, it

remains true that for the next decade am a half; at least; the titular
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leaders of the past continued to hold their positions in Jewish life. Neither

the Jewish socialists nor the Jewish nationalists \\!ere able to gain effective

control over major segments of the carmunity until the turn of the century.

Also, in spite of their 0Nn ooncerted efforts aimed at revitalizing the

traditional structures of Jewish religious Li.fe , the rabbinical leaders were

rot successful in extending their influence over the general cemnunity in nore

than a marginal way. Thus ~ the analysis presented here of l1c:M St. Petersburg

Jewish leaders responded to the poqrcms of 1881 ooncentrates rot only on a

much neglected topic in the study of Russian Jewry at the close of the

nineteenth century ~ but also explores the characteristics of that group of

Jews who continued to see themselves ~ am in turn were seen by the Russian

govermnent, as the spokesmen and representatives of the single largest Jewish

carmunity in the world at the time. Ibwever, before proceedirg to that

description, we should begin with a brief review of those perspectives and

ideologies that emerged in the wake of the pograns so that the ensuirg focus

on St. Petersburg can be understood within the context of Jewish life with all

of its dynamic tendencies in the years 1881-1882.

II

Jewish thinkers who developed new ideologies after April 1881 based them

on t\\1O premises. First ~ they oontended that liberalism and its advocates

grossly misunderstooi anti-semitism. They argued that contrary to liberal

assumptions, anti-semitism was oot based on econcmic factors, ignorance,

intolerance and/or religious indifference. Rather, they asserted that anti

semitism was an assault against all of the Jewish people--rich and poor ,

religious am secul.ar , whether rooted in the traditional cannunity or fully
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acculturated. Thus; in their view; anti-semitism became a nationally-based

attack that 'liaS not susceptible to the various liberal solutions developed

over the years. Second ~ whether it was true or not that Jews could be

integrated into Central and West European p:>litical ~ cultural and social life,

the ideologues emphasizErl that such an integratioo could not be achieved in

tsarist Russia. '!hey argued that Russia always had been; continued to be; and

always \«>uld be inhospitable to Jews and Jewish ccmnunity life. Therefore~ in

.order to live a secure life ~ Jews w:>uld have to emigrate fran Russia in order

to fim new banes in America; the Middle East; or other locations where they

\tK>Uld be welcaned and allowed to establish a nonnal exmmmal life along

modern, rational am econanically productive lines.

Fran these starting potrrca, the "radicals" noved off to a variety of

conclusions en the nature of the Jewish cannunity; its needs in the modern

period and the means by \'\hi.ch those needs could be real ized. WUle not all of

than came to the same conclusions en these latter points; all did subscribe to

the t\«) theses described above and began their analyses fran them. 3 In order

to illustrate these general statements, let us turn to tw:> representatives of

the new ideology: M?she Leib Lilienblum; a Hebraist ",no since the mid-1860s

had been an oUtspoken advocate for major; even radical religious and

educational reforms within the Jewish cx:mnunitYi and Dr. U!on Pmsker , a staid

am established meniber of the OOessa cannunity active in the liberal efforts

of the l860s and l870s aimed at bringing Russian culture to the Jewish

cannunity am in that way preparirg it for the legal emancipatioo which was

thought to be inevitable. Ebr both Irel; 1881 became the critical point in

their lives.

Lilienblum (1843-1910); raised and educated in the traditional milieu of

Lithuania; f1Erl that world in his early twenties for the secularized Jewish
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culture to be found in the city of <X1essa. 4 Lilienblurn' s discanfort with

traditional Judaism and its way of life, factors \\hich led him to odessa in

the first pl.ace , was reinforced in that open am cosnopolitan city 00 the

shores of the Black Sea. Shortly after his arrival, Lilienblum began to

subnit essays to the Hebrew-language Jewish press in which he pressErl for

imnediate reforms in a number of spheres within contemp:>rary Jewish life. By

the late 1870s; Lilienblum had cam to the conclusion that Russia I s Jews

should rrove to agricultural settlements within the interior of the country so

as to move out of middlemen professions am to becane "productive" citizens.

SUch a rrove \\Ould also, in his view~ speed up the necessary process of

cultural integration as the Jews would becane rrore am more Russified in those

distant settings. 5

What Lilienblum wi.tnessed and experienced during the OOessa poqrcm of

1881 had a dramatic and profourrl impact 00 him. In his recollections of those

days, he noted b:>w he had to take she1ter in a locked basement to avoid being

beaten by the rioters. He went 00 to indicate that the physical fears

awakened in him by that episode led him both to an appreciation of and an

identification with the Jewish victims of violence in the past , A second

scene fran those same days made an equally strong impression on l'Dshe

Lilienblum. He recalled seeinJ a Russian peasant wanan standinJ in the middle

of the street shouting at pasainq Jews -- IlGet of here, get out of my lrme

[land] ."6 These events am personal experiences brought Lilienblum to wholly

new conclusions on the- state of oontemp:>rary Jewry and its ircmediate needs.

In August 1881; after the secorrl. wave of pograns of that year had

subsided, Lilienblum contributed an article to the Hebrew-language \\leekly

Hashahar [The Dawn] published in Vienna am distributed widely in Central and

Eastern Europe. In this essay, Lilienblum abandoned his ear] ier cx:mnitments
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to Russia am called instead for the establislunent of Jewish agricultural

settlements in Palestine. HJwever, as large nl.lIl'bers of Jews were then fleeing

Russia for the United States am other western states~ Lilienblum also noted

that the settlement of N:>rth merica \'«lS also an acceptable solution to the

problems of Russian Jewry. However ~ for him a Jewish future in Russia was no

longer a poeaibd.Lity• Emigration fran Russia had becane the maans by Which

Jewish life am its future existence could be safeguarded. 7

Within a nonth , Lilienblum noved to an even £inner ccmnitment to the

Palestine option. In an article in the Russian-lCln3uage, St. Petersburg-based

Jewish weekly Razsvet; Lilienbltml asserted that the only place to \\hich Jews

should go was Palestine. America; or for that matter any other place in which

Jews \'JOUld continue living as a minority in someone else I s haneland as guests,

was 00 longer acceptable to him. In this way, Lilienblum had cane to identify

nodern anti-semitism as a national problem arising aIt of the condition of

Jewish hanelessness. He saw this anti-semitism as the ITOst pressill3 of all

problems facing the \\Orld Jewish ocnmuni, ty. He wrote:

Give us Sate such corner where we could gradually•••
re-settle and exist as natives ~ and oot as strangers •••
that corner; in my opinion can only be Palestine. There
we shall be able oot only to cultivate the soi.L, but also
to follow any other occupati~ or trade without excitill3
jealously am:>ng the nations.

Lilienblum was no longer advocating refonn of Jewish life in order to

make the Jewish cannunity acceptable to the gentile world. Rather, he was n::N

arguing that anti-semitism~ based en national rather than strictly religious

or even econanic factors; would have to be addressed before internal Jewish

rejuvenation could proceed. Lilienblum had broken canpletely with the liberal

am radical views on the Jewish Questicn that he had espoused previously. He

now believed that secular education and acculturation ~ internal social and

econanic reform, as well as religous refonn would not lead to an amelioration
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of the Jew's plight in the gentile world am to full am true acceptance.

Instead; P'lysical security and a nonnal existence for the Jewish people had

ncM 'beccJte the primary needs am in Lilineblum' s new perspective these could

only be attained in that ale place Where the Jew cx>uld freely say; "This is my

Bane."

The fOgraDS had oonverted r-bshe Lilienbum into a Jewish nationalist. As

a consequence; he cane to identify himself fully with his people; their past

and future. He stopped baiting the traditionalists and called instead for

Jewish national unity. The questicn of internal refonns was rx::M; for him;

postponed until after the realization of the principal need - the settlement

of Palestine by Jews. Fran 1881 until his death; Lilienblum devoted all of

his energies to the cause of Palestine; seeing it rot only as the secure

refuge for his beleagured people but also as the location where the

regeneration of the Jewish nation in the modern period \\Ould take place.

Independent of Lilienblum; Dr. Leon Pinsker (1821-1891) ; a life-lorg

resident of odesea, published a pamfhlet entitIed Autoenlancipation (1883); in

which he too came to similar conclusions. Trained in both the law am in

medicine; Pinsker had been one of the active champions in the l860s of the

liberal campaign to Russify am to lOOdemize the Jewish cannunity. The OOessa

poglan of 1871 had shaken sane of his beliefs in the efficacy of that course,

but he still continued to affinn the basic tenets of the integrationist

ideology of the liberal program.

The events of 1881; though; shattered Pinsker's remaining b:>pes and his

belief in those earlier views. Now; he ceme to a number of radical

conclusions. First; he saw the Jewish cx:mnunity as a national amnunity

rather than as a faith cannunity whose way of life could be integrated within

Russian national life. Secondly; he abandoned his liberal \\Orld-view with its
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assumptions about the role of educaticn in reconciling differences am in

encouraging the growth of tolerance. In his very detailed analysis of anti

semitism; Pinsker argued that Judeophobia was a manifestation of a serious

psychological malady. In his assessment, the Jews, a nation wi.thout a land of

their own am so a natien that should have disappeared 1003 ago~ that is, a

"ghost nation," triggered negative and bostn.Le responses en the part; of the

people in whose national hanes they dwelled. Anti-semitism with its resultant

violence was, in Pinsker' s view ~ a response to the psychological fears aroused

by this "ghost nation." Hence, his solution called for the recognition of

this reality rather than the puraui,t of emancipation schemes that \\Ould prove

to be ephemeral. In his view~ nonnalizatien of the Jewish people would only

occur with their settlement on a piece of territory recognized by all as their

very own. In this way, the ghost-like character of the people would be

reduced and perhaps, in time, be eliminated. altogether. 9

The responses of Lilienblum and Pinsker reflect the reactions of a gocrl

number of serious individuals throughout the Pale of Settlement \\ho had

experienced the assaults of 1881. Such responses led to the fonnulatien of

new proqrems, specifically emi.grationist in their orientation, and to new

perspectives on the status of roth Russian am world Jewry am their needs in

the trodern w::>rld. Advocates of Jewish emigration fran the Russian Empire

could no longer support or continue to believe in the notion of a benevolent

tsarist regime willing to extend its hand in friendship to the local Jewish

carmunity. For these peopl.e , the lesson of 1881 was that the Jews had to JOOVe

fran conditions of dependency to those of independence and self

detennination. This point; of view cane to be expressed either in the kim of

territorial solutions advocated by Pinsker and Lilienblum or by the mass

exodus to the United States in search of imnediate econanic am legal
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security. Clearly; what was 00 longer acceptable to such people was the

premise that the problems of Russian JfMrY could still be resolved in Russia

alorg paths delineated prior to 1881.

III

The view fran St. Petersburg was quite different. The pograns were

certainly shocking; but for the Jewish notables living in that city, they were

not a watershed event. Nevertheless; those riots did pose serious problems

for the Jewish leaders of the capital city. By the l88Os, the financiers,

entrepreneurs and Jewish professionals, numberirg about 17,250 people or t\«)

percent of the city I s p:>pulation-as oontrasted to the 30% of the p:>pulation

that the Jews of OOessa constituted by the same date-had becane tied

intimately to both the Russian econany and to Russian culture. Actually, the

success of the St. Petersburg Jews was both rapid ani spectacular.

Fran the end of the eighteenth century through the reign of Nicholas I,

Jewish carmunal life in the Empire had been restricted to the Pale of

Settlement, the fifteen \fJesternroost provinces of Russia and to the Q)ngress

Kingdan of Poland. However; the legislation of 1859 and 1861 pennitted Jewish

merchants of the first guild and Jewish graduates of higher institutions of

Learrrinq to leave the Pale am to settle in the interior of the country.

Taking advantage of these alleviations, a number of affluent Jewish merchants,

financiers am businessmen as well as Jewish students; doctors am lawyers

made their way to the capital city of St. Petersburg; tsarist Russia I s

historic "window to the West. II

In St. Petersburg; this small enclave not only created the foundations of

the local Jewish cannunity; but by virtue of its wealth; expertise and

proximity to the center of {X>Wer in Imperial Russia; became the semi-official
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representative for all of Russian Jewry in the eyes of the government ani its

various agencies .10 Catmitted to a program of nodernization and Russification

and convinced that such a course would ultimately lead to the conferrir:g of

full and equal rights up:>n Russian Jewry; the leaders in St. Petersburg

sponsored a nunft>er of projects aimed at prcm:>tiDl such objectives for the

masses still trapped in the Pale .11

The St. Petersburg Jews themselves lived broad; expansive and rrost

affluent lives at a tine when hardship am deprivatim characterized Jewish

life in the Pale. '!hese businessmen, together wi.th the growing nunt>er of

Jewish students; publicists and professionals wb:> had made the capital city

their lane; had cane to develop deep and even ettDtional cx:mnitments to the

\«>rld of Russian culture. Russian theatre; art; music ani above all Russian

literature had becane an integral part of their Iives as they came to identify

themselves with its values and orientations. 12

Thus, the pograns shocked the St. Petersburg Jews and gave them cause for

concern. However; in the final analysis those riots did not uproot them and

lead them to radical conclusions on the future of Russian-Jewish life as had

been the case for Lilienblum; Pinsker and others at the time. Instead; for

the St. Petersburg Jewish leadership; the pograns posed an altogether

different set of problEmS which had to be addressed iInnediately. First and

foreroost, the leaders had to be certain that the IDJraDS were not the \«>rk of

the goverrnnent or of an agency that had ties to the government thereby

bringing with them a new governmental policy Which \«)uld reject the goal of

Jewish equality within the Empire. Secondly; it was not enough to keep the

government cannitted to this objective; it was also important to keep the

Jewish cannunity fixed en this goal. Hence; the emigrationist ideology then

being proposed and activated was not only a challenge to the vision of Jewish
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integration; but it could also lead Russians to conclusions that would; in

fact; jeopardize the rope for civil Emancipation. After all; if Jews \Ere

both talking am behavirg in a way which negated the idea of Russia as their

bane, Why then should Russians consider extending the hand of true friendship,

let alone reroove the many restrictions that were then circumscribing Jewish

life? Therefore; the St. Petersburg Jewish leaders oot only had to assure

themselves of the government' s good-will am continued ccmnitment to the cause

of Jewish bettennenti they had also to deal with the rising tide of opposition

within the Jewish cannunity to their advocacy of a course of acticn Which saw

the problems of Russian Jem:y being resolved within Russia.

An assessment of the responses of the leaders to the pograns reflects

these themes and considerations. Since there were no intitial pUblic

reactions fran the capital city's Jewish leaders to the Elizavetgrad pogran of

April IS; 1881; three young men, living in the capital city and associated

with the journal Razsvet; issued invitations in the name of a fictitious

Jewish organization to all of the praninent Jews in the city to an emergency

rneetirg at the hare of Baron Horace o. Guenzburg; the titular head of the

cxmnunity• As a consequence ~ the Baron \'RiS canpelled to convene a meeting on

May 9; 1881 of the praninent Jews in the ccmnunity in order to discuss and

agree to a course of action. 'lllose assembled decided that an audience with

the new tsar; Alexander III; was of the highest priority.13

On May 11; 1881; five Jewish residents of the city; aetive in ccmnunal

affairs within the Jewish carmunity; met with the Emperor in order to request

his aid en behalf of the Jewish a:mntmity.14 The delegates were especially

eager to hear the Tsar' s own assessment of the recent disturbances. The

Jewish delegates began the meeting by expressing the view that the Jews of the

Pale would be nore secure if the Tsar would issue a statement indicatinJ that
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the welfare of the Jewish carmunity was important to him am that he was

placing the ccmmmity under his protection. 1he Emperor answered that he was

not prepared to issue such a statement or to take any measures that would

serve the parpoee of singling out the Jewish camnmity fran aIOOnCJ the various

ethnic; religious or cultural groups that lived within the Empire. Alexander

also used the occasion to indicate that \\bile he did believe that the poqzrms

were the work of radical revolutionaries; the patrcern of Jewish econanic life

in the cotmtryside; especially Jewish noneylending and tavern-keeping,

contributed substantially to the p::>pular antipathy ani open hostility against

them. IS

Responding to this poant; on behalf of the delegation, Abraham zack, a

banker, agreed that Jewish econanic life was certainly not diversified

enough. H:>wever, he attributed this condition to the continued existence of

the Pale of settlement; an area to which Russian-Jewish life was al.Irost

exclusively confined. zack held that the overcrowding there and the extensive

canpetition anonq Jewish merchants led to ccmnercial practices ani behavioral

patterns that \\lere especially odious. In addition, zack traced a variety of

other Jewish econanic hardships to the existence of the Pale as a boundary

containing Russian-Jewish life. Implicitly; zack was arguing that those

aspects of Jewish econanic life which seaned to be nost offensive to Russians

could be eliminated through the rem::wal of the territorial restraints

presently bein:) imposed upon the Jews of Russia .16

Alexander indicated that there \\lere other reasons \tAli.ch contributed to

the p::>pular resentment against Jews. The Tsar remarked that a strong

impression existed aIOOnCJ the Russian peasantry that the Jews habitually

shirked military service in Russia. Zack did not allow this remark to pass

without carment as he noted that it was his impression; one that was shared by
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many others; that a reluctance to send their sons to the military also existed

annng oolhJewish Russian merchants and townsmen .17

The Emperor tenninated the interview with the statement that the Jews

should su1:mit a written menorandum on these topics as well as on other related

issues to his goverrunent through the newly eppodrrted Minister of the Interior ~

Count N. P. Ignatiev. '!be Jewish delegates then turned to the noted Odessa

Jewish attorney; Mikhail G. Morgulis; am called on him to write a brief

reviewing these topics as well as rebutting the continuous charge that there

existed an illegal and therefore clandestine Jewish goverrnnent called the

Kahal Which directed Russian-Jewish life in a manner detrimental to general

Russian interests. l S

This first meeting dlaracterizes the nature of the Jewish leadership' s

approach to the pograns: eager to get a readiRJ of the government I s

understanding and interpretation of the riots and also hopeful of shaping that

evaluation; while all the time emphasizin] the need for greater Jewish-Russian

interaction in order to improve Jewish life and to eliminate misunderstanding

and suspicic:n between the two cannunities. The obstacles to such interaction,

in the leadership' s view; were the oontinued existence of a Ihysical,

geographical area to which Jewish life had been condemned; thus keeping

Russian Jem:y fran growing in a natural and healthy manner , and the continued

imposition en the Jewish cannunity of legislative restrictions which kept it

fran evolving along those same kind of nodern and progressive lines as had

occurred in Western and Central Europe.

The sumner of 1881 did rot bring a respite for the Jews of Russia.

Instead a second wave of pograns raged through the Pale fran late June through

the second ~k of August. 'lhis IOUIld of riots made the spring disturbances

appear less aberrational am no longer susceptible to simple explanations.
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The initial low profile approach taken by the Jewish leadership had failed.

N:>t only \\lere the poqrxms not going CMay of their om accord; but Jewish

lobbying had been incapable of mobilizing the goverrnnent to move against the

pogrcm IIOVement; its organizers and activists. '!he second period of renewed

violence had not only given rise to increased Jewish flight fran Russia, but

row that flight was being supported and encouraged by ad.;.hoc Jewish

cannunities fonned in the Pale as well as by the activists associated with the

Jewish \\leekly Razsvet. Finally on August 21; 1881; the Minister of the

Interior; Ignatiev; associated in the past with the xenophobic Pan-Slavic

novement and never considered to be very trust\\lOrthy; 19 called for the

creation of special governmental ccnmi.ssdona, with Jewish participation, at

the provincial levels in order to examine in full the Jewish Question and to

reccmnerrl appropriate action. 20 In his instructions to the governors calling

on them to establish these ccsmuestone, Ignatiev expressed views that were

decidely hostile to the Jewish ccmnunity. These devefopnerrta, the persistence

of the IXX3ran novement., the rising tide of emigration \'bi.ch was now buttressed

ideologically am supported organizationally; am the new goverrnnent

initiative on the Jewish Question pushed the St. Petersburg group to act.

en August 30; 1881; Baron Guenzburg convened a conference of Jewish

representatives fran the major Jewish ccmnunities of Russia in St.

Petersburg. Of the sixty delegates to atterrl this eight-day meeting; fully

one-third came fran the capital city. 'lllroughout the conference, the St.

Petersburg representatives daninated the proceedings as they set the agenda,

led the discussions and influenced the final resolutions of the meeting. The

delegates; invited either by Guenzburg or by Samuel S. Pol.Lakov, the railroad

financier; discussed the following topics: the need for educational refonns

within the secular and religious schools: the need for econanic
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diversification within the Jewish ccnmuni.cy, especially the need for nore

Jewish artisans and agricultural tNOrkers; and the need to increase military

service by Jews within the tsarist anny. Of course the delegates discussed

the plight of the Jewish cammmities victimized by the poqrcms and the new

burdens being placed on the charity am welfare .funds as a consequence.

However, no massive fund raising was initiated at this time; nor was there

agreement reached to divert nonies fran the newly created ORr :fuIrl to this

end. 2l In short; the delegates did rot address themselves in any serious

manner to the question of Jewish enigration.

The anphasis on internal refonn underlines the St. Petersburg danination

of the proceedings am affinns the continued validity; for the particpants; of

the equation that such refonn \\lOuld be matched by governmental concessions

alleviating the plight of the Jews. Thus; we can conclude that by the fall of

1881, in spite of the poqrrms and the signals of hostility emanating fran the

Minister of the Interior; the acknowledged Jewish leadership of Russian Jewry

had rot been led to re-assess its stance on \\bat course of action was in the

best interests of the Jewish ccmnunity. Secondly; the implication of the

meeting's agenda; with its concentration on the question of needed reforms,

indicates that in the minds of sore of the delegates; the flaws; anachronisms

and other failures in contemporary Jewish life could indeed have been

responsible for those conditions which gave rise to the recent hostility and

the violence against the Jews of Russia. It should be recalled that it was at

this very same time period that ~she leib Lilienblum ceased callirg for

Jewish refonns and preached instead the theme of Jewish unity.

At that same August 1881 meeting; the delegates resolved to send another

deputation to the Tsar and the Minister of the Interior. '!he Tsar rejected

that request; am the meeting with Ignatiev was both brief am cool. The
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Minister told the Jews that they were not a special group within the Russian

population that was entitled to self-representation. He went on to tell them

that they had to 'Nark within existiD3 bureaucratic channels am to stop trying

to get to the top through personal representations to the Tsar. '!he meeting

ended on an unsatisfactory note. 22 Thus; by Septeniber 1881; not only had the

erstwhile leaders of Russian Jewry not been able to protect their cxmnunity

after the assaults of that year; but they roN fourrl their position of

leadership being threatened fran within the Jewish ccmnunity by the advexates

of a new course; a course that praroted ethnic Jewish consciousness am

nobilization of resources for the purpose of pranoting a mass anigration of

Russian Jews. As they looked ahead, the St. Petersburg leaders could not be

very optimistic about the imnediate future. Their best hope was that as the

seasons turned am as fall moved to winter ~ the chances for pogran-like

activity 'NOUld diminish and that with the passage of time; changes both in the

Jewish carmunity am in governmental circles \\lOuld prove to be beneficial am

'Nauld restore the status~ ante.

Count Ignatiev; on the other hand; did not see a need for a "cooling off"

period. On OCtober 19; 1881; he continued his offensive on the Jewish

Question by creating a special cx:mnittee wi.thin the Ministry of the Interior

under the chainnanship of D. V. Gotovtsev. Ignatiev charged Gotovtsev to

review the present status of the Jewish cx:mnunity and to recannend appropriate

legislation so as to reduce the possibilities of future violent confrontations

within the Empire. The creation of this cx:mnittee rendered superfluous all

existiD3 official investigative am consultative bodies dealing with Russia's

Jews and effectively established Ignatiev as the principal architect of

subsequent policies in this area. The Minister's generally unsympathetic

attitude toward the Jews and his striking out on his own in this area
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frightened the Jewish leadership. 23 HaviD:J 00 real access to; let alone

influence with Ignatiev; Guenzburg and the others ~re row placed in the

position of havirg to circumvent the Minister am to exercise influence in

other quarters in order to negate any recarmendations Which they believed to

be especially hannful to the welfare of the carmunity. H:>wever; before they

could nobilize their efforts; Ignatiev presented them with yet another

dilenma; a direct challenge to their positiona as the titular leaders of

Russian Jf!MrY.

Three ~s after the Christmas-ray poqrcm in warsaw; as the Jewish

emigration movement increased its tE!1'1pJ; Ignatiev granted a special interview

to Dr. I. Orshansky of Ekaterinoslav; a member of the editorial board of

Razsvet; a delegate to the August 1881 St. Petersburg Jewish Conference am a

supp:>rter of anigration. It was in the course of that interview that Ignatiev

made his oft-quoted remark that under certain cd.rcumatances lithe western

border was open to Jews. II 24 While this Iilrase has often been presented as the

government I s open invitation to the Jews to quit Russia; a closer readirg of

the full statement shows quite clearly that oot only was Ignatiev not, raooving

any of the obstacles to legal emigration; in fact; he was even increasing

them. In this same interview; Ignatiev also indicated that he had 00

intention of expandirg the area known as the Pale of Settlement; let alone

eliminating it altogether. 25 Thus; in cne fell 9NOOp; Ignatiev had severely

damaged the integrationist program am the credibility of its advocates. Not

only had he chosen to by-pass a St. Petersburg Jew in order to deliver his

message: he specifically gave the impressicn that the government was

encouraging emigration in order to rid Russia of its Jewish population. Many

did read Ignatiev I s message this way am even though it was mid-winter I the

emigration of Jews did not slacken. 26 On the other hand; those \\ho read the
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public text of the interview closely realized that not only was ernigratioo not

being facilitated ~ but that the hopes for accarm:rlation and successful

integration were also bei.n:J dashed. Ignatiev' s hostility to Jews ani the

Jewish cx:mntmity came through clearly and sharply rot only in his message but

in the very offensive language that he used.

The St. Petersburg Jewish rotables tried to have the p1blication of the

interview suppressed as they realized 1'1c:1Il damagirg it was. 27 However ~ they

were tmsuccessful in that effort. Simultaneously; the rabbis allover the

country also realized the importance of the published interview and; without

consulting the lay Leaderetrip, declared January 18 ~ 1882 as a p.1blic fast day

for Russia' s Jews. Thousands of Jews flocked to synagogues en that day in

order to express their solidarity with the cx:mnunity. Included in this mass

deroonstraticn were many young people woo had managEd to keep their distance

fran the synagogue and the organized Jewish cx:mntmity in the past. 28 Clearly,

this event contributed to the sense of Jewish national identity am national

tragedy, a rrood very much enphasized by the advocates of the mass

ernigration. The number of ad -hoc local carmi.ttees organiziD] ani facilitating

ernigration increased in the weeks ahead. 29 Finally; a direct challenge to the

leadership beirg exercised by St. Petersburg appeared with the publication of

articles critical of their efforts in both the political and pulanthropic

areas. The first such article scored the St. Petersburg notables for their

passivity in responding to the plight of their co-religionists in the Pale.

Here the author especially fourrl fault with the leaders for not launchin:J a

massive fund-raising project on behalf of the victims of the riots. 30 The

secoIrl piece to appear in that pericrl was even sharper am much nore explicit

in its criticism of St. Petersburg Jewry. '!he author; Y. L. Ievin~ associated

in the past with Jewish radical movanents wrote:
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Who has the right to speak for the people: Only those
who live the life of the people; who feel the pain and
the SOI1:"Olf1 of Jewish life directly-not those who enjoy
the benefits of life.... SUch"Fkesmen" are inauthentic
by virtue of their experiences. 3

In his own effort to raise national consciousness and to initiate a new

era in Jewish decision-making am political behavior ~ tobshe Lilienblum was

also critical of leadership by the affluent and the privileged. He recalled

that in the past the authentic leaders of the people had not cane fran

Jerusalem but fran small villages such as ~in (the Maccabees). So too, in

the present circmnstances Jews should not look to the major centers. He

wrote, "Do not look••• to Paris; Berlin or St. Petersburg or to grandees and

their intitators; do not expect the initiative to care fran them. 1132 True

emancipation meant falling back on your own efforts and resources; Lilienblum

was arguing.

The emigration question had row becane the principal item on the Jewish

agenda, am its growth as well as the attacks against the existi03 leadership

and their orientation posed serious dilemnas for the St. Petersburg group. In

addition to seeing organized; ideologically-notivated emigration as treasonous

for its rejection of the idea of Russia as "hone;" the St. Petersburg group

was convinced that emigration could not solve the problems of Russian Jewry.

Leaving out the very i.nqx>rtant questions of cost and of destination, the

critics of emigration emphasized that not. all Russian Jews could or would

go. 'lhat meant that the status of those that remained behind \\1Ould still have

to be resolved within the context of Russia am its developnent. 33 So, the

old-line leadership was prepared to support the emigration of individuals or

even whole families who had becare traumatized by their personal losses or

experiences and could not rebuild their lives on Russian soil. fbwever; they

strenuously objected to a mass emigration built around the idea that a Jewish
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life in Russia could not be lived. Their own lives; in their view; reflected

a clear and constant refutation of that contention.

'ijle anphasis on emigration during the winter of 1882 moved the St.

Petersburg IX>tables to action. First of all; they had to reassert the primacy

of their integrationist ideology am the struggle for civil rights over all

other proposed solutions. second, they had to denonstrate that they still

could have an impact on governmental policy am thereby beat back the rising

criticism and opposition to their leadership of the camnunity. 'lb accanplish

these ends; they resolved to convene another assenby of cannunity

representatives; at \\hi.ch time they \\Ould gain the support of that group for

their program am for a continuatioo of their methods of operation.

On behalf of the group; Rabbi A. N. Drabkiri, the official crown-rabbi of

St. Petersburg; petitioned the Ministry of Interior for pennissioo to hold a

meeting in St. Petersburg of Jewish ccmnunity representatives fran around the

country. Drabkin explained that the recent Ignatiev/Orshansky exchange had

created quite a stir within the Jewish ccmmmity and that it was imp:>rtant at

this point to bring together cannunity leaders fran around the Pale in order

to gauge the general rrood and feelings of the Jewish masses. Drabkin also

used the opportunity to reaffi:rm the continued support of the Jewish people

for the crown and the country. In its reply; the Ministry approved the call

for a meeting of Jewish delegates in St. Petersburg in order to ascertain

current rroods and views held am:::>ng Russia I s Jews. 34

On March 15; 1882; Baron Horace Guenzburg hosted a pre-conference meeting

to Which he invited eighteen representatives; ten of them fran St. Petersburg

with the remainder caning fran Elizavetgrad; Kiev; Kovrx>; Moscow and

Vitebsk. This meeting was called to order to set the conference agenda; plan

the methcd of selecting participants am set the actual dates for the
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meeting. At that preliminary meeting ~ Dr. Drabkin reported on his contacts

with the Ministry of Interior including his personal interview with Ignatiev

t\\lO days earlier. Drabkin noted that a list of proposed delegates had

previously been approved by the Ministry and that Ignatiev had agreed to the

proposed date; April 8; for the beginning of the conference. In addition; the

representatives at Guenzburg's hane approved an official invitation to be sent

to all the proposed delegates inviting than to St. Petersburg after advising

them of the background negotiations that had taken place between Drabkin and

the Ministry of Interior. All delegates were asked to bring with than all the

infonnation they could muster on the impact of the recent riots on their local

Jewish carmunities. 35 Finally; miffed by the recent criticism of than in the

Jewish press; the conference organizers decided not to issue credentials to

journalists in order to cover the meetings. Ibwever; Zvi Rabinowitz, the

editor of the \'Jeekly Russkii Evrei; a St. Petersburg paper that opposed

emigration am advocated the integrationist approach; represented the city of

Dvinsk at the conference; and so at least one Jewish journalist attended the

sessions. 36

Between the time of this preliminary meeting and the opening of the

conference; a violent two-day pogran (March 29-30) in which over 1200 Jewish

hcmes and shops \'Jere attacked broke out in the city of Balta. '!hose

disturbances spurred the flow of emigrants as people began to assume that the

spring of 1882 \\lOuld follow the pattern of 1881 and that a new round of

pograns had just been unleashed. Furthenrore; the Gotovtsev carmittee was in

the final stages of its \\lOrk; and runora circulated in St. Petersburg that the

report, would call for harsh am even brutal measures to be taken against the

Jews of Russia.
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Thus; the roood was grim and the atIrosphere was tense and anxious as

forty-six Jewish delegates; twenty-seven fran the Pale of Settlement and

nineteen of them fran St. Petersburg assembled en April 8; 1882 in order to

begin their deliberations. 37 While there 'Nere three major themes 00 the

agenda; it was the anigraticn questicn whidl elicited the llDst wide-ranging

and the llOSt em:>tional exchanges fran the assembled delegates. 38 Attending

the assembly were individuals wb:> thought that the first order of business was

to extend aid to the victims; and if such aid rreant support for emigration,

then the conference should becate involved in coordinatirg that emigration.

Others called emigration an act of treason and rejected it unequivocally.

Finally; a number of delegates tried to focus attentien en the issue of equal

rights for the JEMS of Russia. 'lhe clearest and rrost articulate expression of

this point of view came fran Professor Noah Bakst; one of the few annrg the

St. Petersburg Jewish leaders Who was not a banker or businessman.

Noah [Nicholas] I. Bakst (1842-1904) studied Judaica at the Zhitanir

rabbinical school and math and Iilysics at the St. Petersburg University. His

interest in Russian culture and especially Russian literature drew him to the

praninent writers of the day; including I. S. Turgenev and N. G.

Chemishevsky. In 1863; Bakst went to Gennany to canp1ete his graduate

studies in Plysio1ogy. He returned to St. Petersburg in 1867 and lectured at

the University for a number of years before goirg back to Gennany for an

extended research trip. Bakst p.1b1ished studies on Ptysiology \\bile in

Gennany and returned bane to assume a positien with the medical faculty at St.

Petersburg University.

Bakst had always been interested in Jewish affairs but became much nore

active in e<mnunal life after 1881. At that time; he rejected the newly

emerging nationalist orientation within the Jewish cxmnunity and supp:>rted
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energetical Jy the inregrat ionist idea thnt was SO canpatible with his own

upbringing and life-style. His voice was consistently and norcefully raised

in favor of the extension of full am equal rights to the Jews of Russia. In

his advocacy of this posi.t.Lon and through his subsequent intensive

associ ationship with OR!'~ Bakst ceme to infl uence inchvidua1s wi thin the

Jewish ccmmmity as well as his colleagues in the general society ~ especially

those who made contributjons to the Russian, liberal pr@ss.39

At the April 9th session, Bakst developed his views on anigration and

equal rights before the Jewish delegates assembl ed in St.. Petersburg. He

argued that the central cause of the emigration novement was not, as others

claimed, the pograns themselves ~ but what lay behi.rd the pograns, the unique

sea us of Russian Jewry. He said:

Tragedies can occur to any group or cxmnunity wi thin the popul.at.ion,
but such trag~~ies will not lead to that group's immediate dePHrture
fran its hcmeland. Only When [ the group] sees that the tragedy••. 1S

a direct consequence of the laws of the ] am reI ating to them, then
will the seeds for an emigration rrovement, sprout. 40

Therefore, Bakst argued that it was not the poqrcms but the isolated and

unique status of the Jews in Russia which had to be addressed and rectified.

He concluded with a call for an extension of full am equal rights to the

Jewish ccmmmity.

In the mddst of this discussion an emigration~ samuel Poliakov reported

on a lIlPet ing that he had had that very day with Ignat j ev , According to

Poliakov, the Minister was then considering a plan that called for the re-

settlement of thousands of Jews in newly acquired territories in Centrrll

Asia. There, in Ignatiev' s view, the Jews \\QuId be able to make use of their

ccmnercial talents while contributing to the growth of Russian business and

industry in an area very close to a British sphere of Inf'Luence ,
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Afghanistan. Furthenrore; since there was an abundance of vacant lam in this

region; those Jews Who wished to settle on land and becane directly involved

with agriculture could do so. 41 Fran the perspective of the Minister ~ a

number' of objectives could be realized through this plan: Jews \\Ould be

removed fran the Pale where their contacts with the native population had led

to such tensions that violent outbursts ensued; Russian camnercial interests

in Central Asia tNOuld be extended am developEd while British expansionism

tNOuld be checked. Finally~ Jews coul.d see this as a way of quitting the Pale

and becaning "productive" artisans am agricultural workers. Pol.Lakov, the

nost Russophile of the St. Petersburg group ~ found poai,tive features in the

proposal. However; the overwhelming rnajority of the assembled delegates,

seeing it as an expulsion order and the harbinger of \\hat Ignatiev was

preparing to propose to the Council of Ministers as a consequence of the

Gotovstev report., rejected it vociferously. Dr. E. Kh. Mandelstamn, fran

Kiev; a supporter of emigration saw this plan as 00 less than a transfer of

JfMS fran European Russia to an inhospitable area in central Asia.

Mandelstanm renewed his call for organizEd emigration. Other delegates, too,

ccmnented on the Ignatiev/Poliakov meeting; it being clear to everyone that

Ignatiev was using the opportunity to send a message to the assembly via

Poliakov. <:nce again; it fell to Noah Bakst to get the deliberations back to

the central issues; the cannitment to civil rights am the simultaneous

rejection of both internal relocation as 'Nell as emigration to the west.

Bakst agreed that Ignatiev I s proposal did anount to an expulsion order

and it \\Ould be so viewed by the Russian people. Since the Jews \\Ould be

going to Central Asia without any increase in their rights as Russians ~ they

tNOuld be perceived as cx:mnon criminals; Bakst argued. Furthenrore, without

rights in Central Asia; 00 one could guarantee that a tine \YOuld not cane when
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the indigenous populaticn of the area would tum to the captive Jewish

population and say to them; "Get rot of here-you don I t belong here." Thus;

turni.r¥J to Poliakov am to those less hostile to IgnatievIS suggestioo; Bakst

said that internal population transfers wi.thout a concurrent extension of

civil rights was pointless. 42

At the same time; Bakst rejected ani.gration to J\merica as the

alternative. Bakst saw such a course as both na~ am limited in its

effect. Rather; the ally true course was to set out 00 "that road to the

future that would briI¥J with it a broad am canprehensive resolutial to the

dilenmas of Russian Jem:y." Clearly; in his own view; ally the road to

integratioo am full acceptance was the correct one. 43

With a stridency and an anger reflecting a willingness to contest the

policies of the government; Emanuel B. Bank; a St. Petersbw:g attorney active

in cxmnunal matters; rose to support Bakst I S argum:mt. He said:

The fate of three millioo people is not goiD:j to be dependent
upon the Whims of one pol.Ley or another. Ii:> measures will steal
fran us the rights to our haneland. Even though we are one part of
her [population]; we are still products [of the land] and oold
on to her. Of their own will; Jews will not leave here.
OUr [present] oonditWns force us to \«>rk for the extension
of our civil rights.

The Bakst/Bank argum:mts carried the day. By a vote of thirty-four to

five; the delegates defeated a notioo that called for the establishment of an

emigration cxmnitteei by unaniJrous vote; the group voted in favor of a

resolutioo calliI¥J for full am equal rights for Russian Jewry. FurthertlDre;

the delegates agreed to establish a special fund for the victims of the

pogrcm;. Baron Guenzburg with a 25;000 ruble pledge and samuel Poliakov with

a 15; 000 ruble pledge led the way as the delegates raised a fund of nore than

60; 000 rubles for relief work at this time. 45
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The anount of noney raised within Russia for relief 'NOrk previously had

not only been pitiful; it was even atIDarrassing especially in canparison to

the sums being raised abroad for that purpose.46 Perhaps now that the well

to-do St. Petersburg JeMS had been shamed into opening their purees ~ they were

more inclined to give. More likely though; rOIl that the representatives of

Russian Jewry had rejected anigration schemes; it was safe to contribute to

relief programs without fearing that the IlDtley would be used for a political

oojective , '!he delegates lX)W applied for and received official pennission to

establish such a furd am to use it for charitable ends.

The delegates did spend sane time discussing issues related to the Jewish

image am need for internal Jewish refonns. On the whole though; those themes

did not occupy the delegates in April 1882 as they had in August-8eptenIDer

1881. The emigration questicn was clearly the chief topic of the day; am the

manner of its resolution \tas canpletely satisfactory as far as the St.

Petersburg Jewish leadership was concerned.

The second task facing Guenzburg; Bakst; Bank; Poliakov and the others

was to nip in the bud Ignatiev' s expulsioo idea as well as sane of the other

measures being oontemplated by the Minister. Once nore; Bakst nobilized the

delegates behim a plan of by-passing Ignatiev and lobbyi.n:1 with other

govermnenta1 personalities in order to defeat the program. As a consequence;

ten deputations left the conference in order to confer with the major

ministers making up the Council of Ministers as ~ll as wi.th the ober

procuraccr of the Holy Synod; N. P. Pobedonostsev. carrying mem:>randa; briefs

and other documents and making their own verbal argmnents in favor of Jewish

rights; these deputations tried to IOObilize support against the impending

proposals.47 In the final analysis; these deputations did impress people both

in the Ministry of Finance am Ministry of Foreign Affairs; those anna of the
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Russian bureaucracy which were already sensitive to the impact that the

pograns were having abroad. Furthenoore ~ officials in both Finance and

Foreign Affairs knew hc:M much nore difficult their own efforts would be to

secure foreign loans and diplanatic support in the West if it now appeared

that the government itself was engaged in overtly hostile am perhaps violent

actions against the Jewish a:mnunity. '!he subsequent legislation of May 3;

1882~ the so-called Temporary laws which remainErl in effect until 1917~ while

a setback as far as the cause of Jewish emancipation \\lElS concerned,

nevertheless; did mark a victory of sorts for the St. Petersburg Jewish

leaders in that those laws ~e less harsh and severe than was the original

legislative package proposed to the council by Ignatiev.48 Thus; the final

shape of the legislation brought a collective sigh of relief fran the Jewish

leaders and the delegates still asseni>lErl in the capital city. In addition,

before the end of May; Alexander III replaced Ignatiev as Minister of the

Interior with Cotmt Imitrii A. Tolstoi.

It \\1OUld be incorrect to argue that the Jewish cx:mmmi.ty played any role

in the ouster of Ignatiev. However; the St. Petersburg notables could

certainly benefit by the impression that their influence had been a factor in

that developnent. When Tolstoi took an especially finn stance against pogran

like incidents and indicated that he \\1Ould oot tolerate such riots; the Jewish

leaders again had every reason to believe that sanity was once nore being

restored to the realm of Russian danestic affairs. In fact; during Tolstoi IS

Ministry (1882-1889); only a handful of isolated pograns occurred throughout

the Empire and with the restoration of law and order ~ the rate of Jewish

emigration fran the country declinErl in those years. Fran the vantage point

of the mid-l880s; the stanns of 1881-1882 had been weathered.
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IV

In assessing the response of the Jewish leadership to the crisis of 1881

1882 in Russia ; it is clear that that response was based on an interpretation

of Jewish history and its evolution in the IX>st-Enlightenment era that was far

different fran the view of Jewish history developed by the contemporary Jewish

radicals. The Jewish leaders in Russia subscribed to the belief that the

modern pericrl \VOuld see the full emancipation of the Jewish people throughout

all of Europe. Thus ~ What had already happened in England and France and was

then taking place in Gennany \VOuld soon be realized in Russia. Believing in

this "truth;" the Russian-Jewish leaders conducted their lives in confomlity

with the progressive view that Jewish citizenship am full acceptance within

the modern nation-state was inevitable. However, in order to hasten that day,

Jews should prepare themselves by refonning the basis of their social and

econanic lives and by becaning nore involved with the culture of that society

in which they foutrl themselves. Hence, the leaders rejected the emigrationist

and nationalist ideologies not in order to preserve the status that they had

achieved in the past t\\O decades or through a lack of identification with the

Jewish people of Russia; but because they were interested in remaining on that

path which they believed led to real gains for all of Russian Jewry. The St.

Petersburg Jews \\1ere not going to allow an ideology of the nrment., emerging

fran despair am preaching separatioo am rejectioo of Ruasaa , to supplant

\\bat they considered to be the only realistic solution to the difficulties of

the Jewish masses-the extension of legal rights to the whole of the

cammmity. After all; they asked their critics over and over, how many Jews

\VOuld actually anigrate am what \VOuld be the fate of the masses left behind?
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canni.tte:1 to the vision of emancipation am full opportunity; the St.

Petersburg leaders used all of the tools at their disposal and the experiences

gaine:1 in directing Jewish affairs in the past in order to affirm their

perspective on the future and its danands. In this effort~ they \-Jere

successful. They convened IIrepresentative II conferences of the Jewish

cc:mntmity in order to tmderwrite their ideology. '!hey lobbied and petitioned

government officals ~ usirg all of the arguments that they could muster in

order to tmdennine the full thrust of the Jewish program sponsored by the

hostile Minister of the Irrceraor, am ultimately they emerged with a minor

victory. As a consequence, they were able to retain their pre-eminent

position with the Jewish cannunity for the next decade am a half am were

able to continue their slow and piecemeal efforts aimed at the ultimate

object.ive, the emancipation of Russian Jewry. The road may have been longer

than originally antacfpated, or perhaps it had nore detours in Russia than it

had had in the West~ but for these Jews; it was the only road to travel.
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